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davinci slate
Historically, attaining the luxurious look of  natural slate hasn’t been 

easy. The cost, the weight and the required army of  skilled tradesmen 

made the installation process complicated and costly. Thanks to the 

genius of  DaVinci, the look of slate is more viable than ever.

MULTI-WIDTH
Multi-width tiles provide the greatest degree  

of  authenticity and flexibility.

18"

18"

SINGLE-WIDTH
Single-width tiles reduce material and  

speed up installation time without 
compromising style.

BELLAFORTÉ
The look of  slate at a fraction  

of the cost and weight.

15.5"
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charleston, south carolina 

     beyond
    curb appeal

WayWay

Picturesque Charleston is no stranger to 
hurricanes and heat. In addition to some 
nasty storms and high winds, its hot muggy 
summers can produce thick rafts of moss.
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12" 12"
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SLATE BLACK

VINEYARD

CASTLE GRAY

ABERDEEN

SLATE GRAY

WEATHERED GREEN

EUROPEAN

BROWNSTONE

SONORA

SMOKEY GRAY

EVERGREEN

CANYON

ALSO AVAILABLE 
IN COOL ROOF COLOR14 davinciroofscapes.com

MULTI-WIDTH SLATE   MULTI-WIDTH SLATE   
EUROPEANEUROPEAN

multi-width slate

A perfect  match.A perfect  match.
The picture of  elegance. DaVinci’s Multi-Width Slate delivers the highest levels  The picture of  elegance. DaVinci’s Multi-Width Slate delivers the highest levels  

of  beauty without the typical challenges of  a natural slate roof. Our tiles are engineered  of  beauty without the typical challenges of  a natural slate roof. Our tiles are engineered  

to be lighter, to resist impact and to maintain their color longer. It’s hard to beat  to be lighter, to resist impact and to maintain their color longer. It’s hard to beat  

Mother Nature, but DaVinci has done it.Mother Nature, but DaVinci has done it.
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SINGLE-W
IDTH

CANYON

EVERGREEN

BROWNSTONE

SLATE BLACK

CASTLE GRAY

SONORA

SLATE GRAY

SMOKEY GRAY

EUROPEAN

SINGLE-WIDTH SLATE   SINGLE-WIDTH SLATE   
SLATE BLACKSLATE BLACK

single-width slate

It  feels right. It  feels right. 
Some homes were created with the promise of  a slate roof  in mind. DaVinci’s Single-Width Slate Some homes were created with the promise of  a slate roof  in mind. DaVinci’s Single-Width Slate 

delivers on that promise with its astonishing versatility. Our single-width tile construction streamlines delivers on that promise with its astonishing versatility. Our single-width tile construction streamlines 

installation but still enables the flexibility of straight or staggered appearances. installation but still enables the flexibility of straight or staggered appearances. 

oklahoma city, oklahoma 

Welcome to Tornado Alley! In addition to 
being in one of the most tornado-prone 
regions in the world, OKC endures frequent 
hail, snow and periods of strong sunlight.

ALSO AVAILABLE 
IN COOL ROOF COLOR
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CANYON

EVERGREEN

BROWNSTONE

SLATE BLACK

CASTLE GRAY

SONORA

SLATE GRAY

SMOKEY GRAY

EUROPEAN

bellaforté slate
The look will amaze you.The look will amaze you.

 The price might  surprise you. The price might  surprise you.
Designed to reduce material costs, Bellaforté puts the look of  slate within reach,  Designed to reduce material costs, Bellaforté puts the look of  slate within reach,  

and with it the premium aesthetics and performance that asphalt shingles can only dream about. and with it the premium aesthetics and performance that asphalt shingles can only dream about. 

With DaVinci Bellaforté, the look of  slate may be more attainable than you think.With DaVinci Bellaforté, the look of  slate may be more attainable than you think.

BELLAFORTÉ SLATE   BELLAFORTÉ SLATE   
EUROPEANEUROPEAN

lake villa, illinois 
After hail destroyed the asphalt on this 
lakefront home, the roof was upgraded 
with Bellaforté tiles that can stand up to 
anything Mother Nature brings.

ALSO AVAILABLE 
IN COOL ROOF COLOR
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MULTI-WIDTHMULTI-WIDTH SLATE SLATE      
SLATE GRAYSLATE GRAY

DaVinci Slate fits well 
with my traditionally-based 

and French Provincial 
designs. Homeowners really 

like the detailed look  
and appreciate the  

low-maintenance appeal.

CHRISTOPHER, RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECT

MULTI-WIDTH MULTI-WIDTH SLATESLATE (TURRET) (TURRET)
BELLAFORTÉ SLATE (FIELD)BELLAFORTÉ SLATE (FIELD)

CUSTOM COLOR BLENDCUSTOM COLOR BLEND

MULTI-WIDTHMULTI-WIDTH SLATE SLATE      
EUROPEANEUROPEAN

BELLAFORTBELLAFORTÉ SLATEÉ SLATE      
SLATE GRAYSLATE GRAY

After terrible hail storms 

devastated hundreds of 

homes in our area, we began 

seeing many impact-resistant 

DaVinci composite roofs 

installed. We wanted  

a worry-free, beautiful, 

best-in-class roof that could 

withstand future storms, 

and we got it with our new 

DaVinci roof.

JULIE, HOMEOWNER




